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Learning Shell Scripting with ZshPackt Publishing, 2014

	Your one-stop guide to reading, writing, and debugging simple and complex Z shell scripts


	Overview

	
		A step-by-step guide that will show you how to use Zsh and its repertoire of powerful features to improve the efficiency of your daily tasks
	
		Learn how to configure and use Zsh
	...



		

gnuplot CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	gnuplot is a free, open source plotting program that has been in wide use since 1986.

	It's used as the graphics backend by many other programs, so plenty of people use gnuplot

	without knowing it. If you've used Octave, Maxima, statist, gretl, or the Emacs graphing

	calculator, you've already used gnuplot.
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GNU Emacs Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
GNU Emacs is the most popular and widespread of the Emacs family of editors. It is also the most powerful and flexible. Unlike all other text editors, GNU Emacs is a complete working environment -- you can stay within Emacs all day without leaving. The GNU Emacs Pocket Reference is a companion volume to O'Reilly's Learning GNU...





		

Pro NetBeans IDE 5.5 Enterprise EditionApress, 2007
Written for Java™ developers of varying skill and familiarity with the open source NetBeans™ IDE as well as Java IDEs in general, Pro NetBeans™ IDE 5.5 Enterprise Edition focuses on using NetBeans IDE as a professional Java EE 5 software development platform.
Experienced author Adam Myatt provides a comprehensive...


		

Linux in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Over the last few years, Linux has grown both as an operating  system and a tool for personal and business use. Simultaneously becoming more  user friendly and more powerful as a back-end system, Linux has achieved new  plateaus: the newer filesystems have solidified, new commands and tools have  appeared and become standard, and...


		

Writing GNU Emacs ExtensionsO'Reilly, 1997

	Yes, it is possible to be all things to all people, if you're talking about the Emacs editor. As a user, you can make any kind of customization you want, from choosing the keystrokes that invoke your favorite commands to creating a whole new work environment that looks like nothing ever developed before. It's all in Emacs Lisp -- and...






		

Harnessing HibernateO'Reilly, 2008
Harnessing Hibernate is an ideal introduction to the popular framework that lets Java developers work with information from a relational database easily and efficiently. Databases are a very different world than Java objects, and they often involve people with different skills and specializations. With Hibernate, bridging these two worlds is...

		

Practical Guide to Linux Commands, Editors, and Shell Programming, A (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	For use with all versions of Linux, including Ubuntu,™ Fedora,™ openSUSE,™ Red Hat,® Debian, Mandriva, Mint, and now OS X, too!

	
		
			Get more done faster, and become a true Linux guru by mastering the command line! 

	
	...



		

Sams' Teach Yourself Linux in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
While this guide won't make you an expert in Linux, it will explain how to get Red Hat Linux to work and how to do basic things with it. Organized into 24 lessons that take about an hour apiece, this book helps you ensure that your system can handle Linux and walks you through the process of installing Red Hat Linux and the Xfree86 windowing...





		

Mac OS X for Unix Geeks (Leopard)O'Reilly, 2008

	Once upon a time, Unix came with only a few standard utilities. If you were lucky, it included a C compiler. When setting up a new Unix system, you’d have to crawl the Net looking for important software: Perl, gcc, bison, flex, less, Emacs, and other utilities and languages. That was a lot of software to download through a 28.8-Kbps...


		

Ubuntu Unleashed 2008 Edition: Covering 8.04 and 8.10 (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008
Ubuntu Unleashed 2008 Edition presents comprehensive coverage of the popular Ubuntu Linux distribution. Windows users, Mac users, and Linux enthusiasts have been increasingly turning to Ubuntu for a user-friendly, easy-to-use Linux distribution.
  This book provides detailed information on installing, using, and administering Ubuntu....


		

Mastering LinuxCRC Press, 2010

	Encouraging hands-on practice, Mastering Linux provides a comprehensive, up-to-date guide to Linux concepts, usage, and programming. Through a set of carefully selected topics and practical examples, the book imparts a sound understanding of operating system concepts and shows how to use Linux effectively.
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